Aequus is different! We are a boutique, senior-led custom
research agency

“

Our vision is to provide a higher
quality market research experience
for our clients and to nurture a
winning network of partners,
building mutual trust and loyalty

“

The senior team is personally
responsible for all phases of research recruitment,
moderation, analysis,
report writing

Julie Buis, Managing Director

Focus on international custom solutions

What our clients say …

Partnering with key HQ clients in US, & Europe
Creative qualitative and some quantitative
Innovative approaches for optimal project design
Emphasis on clear and reliable results and
recommendations
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Whilst we work across many therapy areas, oncology remains a core
specialism for Aequus
33%
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oncology
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We have extensive experience in oncology and key areas include:

Breast cancer
- Conference follow up
- Product differentiation
- Standard of care
- Patient profiling
- Comprehensive launch
campaign

Head & neck cancer

Pancreatic cancer

- Physician attitudes
- Campaign testing
- Story flow
- Ad testing
- Patient information leaflets

- Patient journey
- Target product profile
- Present and future treatment
algorithms

Hematological malignancies

NSCLC
- Market landscape
- Drivers & barriers
- Concept testing

33%

of our projects are
in oncology

- Concept testing
- Market dynamics
- Oncology portfolio
positioning
- Patient experience in
refractory CML

Gastric cancer
- Patient journey
- Market landscape
- Target product profile

Renal Cell Carcinoma
CRC
- Journal ad testing
- Patient profiling
- Creative concepts

Metastatic melanoma
- Patient journey
- Market landscape
- Target product profile
- Campaign testing
- Role of combination therapies

- TPP
- Patient pathway
- Product positioning
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A selection of oncology case studies

1

Qualitative market understanding of the renal cell carcinoma
landscape
•

In depth assessment of the patient pathway from diagnosis
to treatment

•

Evaluation of I-O profile vis a vis new entrants

4

Face to face interviews with HCPs in USA/EU/Japan
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Testing potential new creative concepts in mCRC and SCCHN
•

The brand imagery in each indication was revised and a
series of potential new concepts were developed to
visually communicate brand positioning and essence to
customers in EU and Japan

Face to face interviews with HCPs in central location in
EU/Japan
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Oncology franchise message testing prior to ASCO 2017

•

Evaluation of a series of communication strategies for
communicating with a wide audience including HCPs,
patients / caregivers, policymakers, investors, general
public, potential partners and colleagues

•

How to best communicate as a company/franchise

•

Reaction to tumours of interest, MOA’s of focus, claims of
patient centricity, innovation and development

Tele-depth individual interviews with target respondents
utilizing online web enabled platform to test stimulus
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Uncovering emotional insights associated with the treatment
of cancer to aid in creating most appropriate tone for
communicating with HCPs

•

Understand physician motivation in selecting career path
to treat patients with cancer

Message testing to support overall promotional strategy for
combination therapy in metastatic melanoma

•

Identify whether these motivations/feelings change over
time

•

•

Explore hope, desire, fear and other emotions when
managing metastatic patients

In depth testing of key strategic messages supporting the
brand essence and messaging objectives of the
combination therapy as well as comparison with new
released clinical trial data from the competitive set

Face to face interviews with HCPs across USA/Can/Aus/Arg/E

Face to face interviews with HCPs including ethnography in
USA/EU

